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A stranger asks you if you want a ride. What should you do? The scenarios and guidelines in this
book will help you make the right choices about strangers. Understanding how to recognize
dangerous circumstances with strangers could be complicated, but you could be prepared.
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Great stranger danger book This is a great stranger danger book to add to your home. Especially
dealing with this subject. Five Stars Well written and easy for my 3 & We finished up looking for
"the Berenstain bears learn about STRANGERS" I got this as a kids and it clicked with our girls.
Discusses what to do if provided presents, car rides, is usually asked for help. Another essential
feature was "how to proceed if the stranger knows your name. Made it look creepy. 5 yr old to
comprehend After scanning this book just one time, he declined candy from a mature neighbor
that we do not know well. I recommend this book illustrations seemed odd The pictures were
sort of "modern?" It lead to the discussion never to have got his name on backpacks, clothes, etc.
It has seven true to life scenarios and protection ideas to read and consult with your son or
daughter. It didn't really mean too much for our women. My 4 year outdated was completely
engaged and it lead us to speaking at length about how to stay secure in case of strangers
approaching him. It's among their favorite to pick out for reading time Five Stars I love it Stranger
Safety I love the different scenerios in the story! The book might help young children understand
stranger safety. Four Stars Good book Five Stars Good book Good Book Tells who and who have
isn''t a stranger. How to react if a stranger techniques. Overall, good for my 7 yr old. It is the best
way to get the discussion heading about strangers. What I liked was it offered a page on role
playing, additional books on this issue, and Internet sites.
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